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This paper reviews various approaches to the measurement of core inflation that have been pro-
posed over the years using the stochastic approach to index numbers as a unifying framework. It
begins with a review of how the concept of core inflation is used by the world’s major central banks,
including some of the inflation-targeting central banks. The author provides a comprehensive
review of many of the measures of core inflation that have been developed over the years and
highlights some of the conceptual and practical problems associated with them. (JEL E31, C43)
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, May/June 2008, 90(3, Part 2), pp. 205-28.
In this paper I critically review various
approaches to measuring core inflation by linking
these approaches in a single theoretical frame-
work, the so-called stochastic approach to index
numbers. I evaluate the competing merits of the
different approaches and argue that a common
shortcoming is the absence of a well-formulated
theory of what these measures of inflation are
supposed to be capturing. The notion that they
somehow better capture the “monetary” compo-
nent of inflation, or the component of inflation
that ought to be of primary concern to central
bankers, is questionable.
THE CONCEPT OF CORE
INFLATION
Implicit in all discussions of core inflation is
the idea that this type of inflation is fundamentally
different from changes in the cost of living. The
theory of the cost-of-living index is by far the most
well-developed and coherent framework for infla-
T
he notion of core inflation has played
an important role in the deliberations
of monetary policymakers for the past
25 years. However, despite the central
role of this concept, there is still no consensus
on how best to go about measuring core inflation.
The most elementary approach, and the one that
is probably the most widely used, consists of
simply excluding certain categories of prices from
the overall inflation rate. This is the so-called
“ex. food and energy” approach to core inflation
measurement, and it reflects the origin of the
concept of core inflation in the turbulent decade
of the 1970s. More recently, however, there has
been a number of attempts to put the measure-
ment of core inflation on a more solid statistical
and theoretical footing. The newer approaches
have two key features in common: First, they
adopt a more statistical rather than behavioral
(e.g., cost of living) approach to the problem of
price measurement. And second, they invoke an
alternative, monetary concept of inflation, as
opposed to the traditional microeconomic cost-
of-living concept as the guiding theory.
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IItion measurement that currently exists: The basic
theory takes as its point of departure the expen-
diture or cost function of a representative house-
hold at a given point in time. The change in the
cost of living between some base period, 0, and
some subsequent comparison period, 1, is then
defined as the change in the minimum cost of
attaining the reference utility level, u, between
the two periods. This theory, appropriately elab-
orated, forms the framework for the design of the
consumer price index (CPI) in the United States.
However, the theory of the cost-of-living index is
not the theoretical framework for the harmonized
index of consumer prices (HICP) that is used to
assess inflation developments in the euro area:
At the time of this writing, there is no fully artic-
ulated theoretical framework for the HICP,
although there is a relatively well-defined price
concept, namely, “final household monetary con-
sumption.” By eschewing the use of the cost-of-
living concept, Eurostat (the statistical office of
the European Community) can legitimately moti-
vate the exclusion of certain categories of prices
from the HICP. The category that has attracted the
most attention by its omission is the cost of owner-
occupied housing. In the U.S. CPI, for example,
the cost of owner-occupied housing is measured
on a rental equivalent basis, which is appropriate
given the cost-of-living concept that underlies the
U.S. CPI. That is, what is priced each month is
not the cost of purchasing a home for owner occu-
pancy, but rather the cost of the flow of services
consumed each month, which can be proxied by
the rental rates on similar housing unites (see U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
1997). Since the rental equivalence cost of con-
suming housing services each month is not part
of household monetary consumption, it is not
priced as part of the HICP. However, the net acqui-
sition costs of new dwellings are arguably part of
such consumption, and Eurostat is at present
investigating ways of including such costs in the
HICP (see Commission of the European Commu-
nities, 1998).
One common measure of core inflation
excludes the effects of changes in indirect taxes
from the overall inflation rate. Donkers et al.
(1983) discuss how this is done in a number of
European countries. This type of measure is
potentially of interest from a monetary policy
perspective because, arguably, an acceleration
in headline inflation that is in some sense attrib-
utable to an increase in indirect taxes ought not
to be of concern to the central bank. Current prac-
tice, as reviewed by Donkers et al., is to employ
various ad hoc methods to derive an estimate of
the inflation rate net of indirect taxes. The exact
methods employed differ from country to country.
One approach is to (i) simply assume that all of
the observed price change reflects the change in
the tax and (ii) calculate an alternative CPI on
the basis of this assumption.1 The problem with
this approach is that the implicit assumption
about supply elasticities (perfectly elastic) is
unlikely to be a good approximation of reality for
many products. A more sophisticated approach
might allow for the effects of a change in indirect
tax rates on the structure of production prices,
but the variant analyzed by Diewert and Bossons
(1987) still requires restrictive assumptions about
the invariance of the input-output structure of
the economy to changes in indirect tax rates.
These calculations raise the question of what
it is we want a core inflation statistic to measure.
If the object we are pursuing is a true cost-of-living
index, then it is not clear that we should be elimi-
nating the effects of tax increases from our price
measure. Furthermore, the reasoning above is
only partial equilibrium. A proper treatment of
the effects of indirect taxes on a measure of the
price level would require a detailed general equi-
librium analysis of the effects of the tax increase
that would go well beyond current practice.2
Diewert and Fox (1998) suggest a method for
handling tax changes for the purposes of using
inflation measures to make welfare comparisons.3
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1 For details see, for example, Diewert and Bossons (1987).
2 Diewert (1997) notes that “there is no unambiguous, completely
accurate method for removing all indirect commodity taxes...any
attempt to do this will be a complex exercise in applied general-
equilibrium modelling rather than in economic measurement.
Moreover, the fact that the government has caused consumer
prices to increase rather than some other economic phenomenon
seems somewhat immaterial: In either case, households are facing
higher prices, and we may want to measure this fact!” (Diewert,
1997, p. 134).
3 See also Diewert and Bossons (1987).Note also that in principle the distortionary effect
of large infrequent changes in indirect taxes on
the inflation signal may be adequately handled
by some or all of the approaches reviewed below.
Indirect tax changes that apply to some commodi-
ties but not others would be reflected in large
price changes for the commodities in question.
Limited-influence estimators of core inflation of
the sort proposed by Bryan and Pike (1991) and
Bryan and Cecchetti (1994) would omit these
observations from the calculation of inflation.
However, large changes in relative prices induced
by changes in indirect taxes are arguably different
from large changes that are due to other factors,
such as supply or demand developments in the
markets for specific goods or services. These other
factors may be more difficult to identify than
changes in indirect tax rates, and thus it may be
more difficult to filter out their effects on the over-
all inflation rate.
The common point of departure for almost
all analyses of core inflation is the idea that there
is a well-defined concept of monetary inflation
that ought to be of concern to monetary policy-
makers and that this type of inflation, being con-
ceptually different from the cost of living, is not
adequately captured by the standard price statis-
tics.4 Thus it is argued that central banks ought
to target a price index whose rate of increase cor-
responds to the inflation that generates the costs
that central banks are seeking to avoid by focusing
on an inflation-control objective. Inflation is costly
to society because it disrupts the coordination of
economic activity and discourages the use of fiat
money in market transactions. Although it is pos-
sible that some of the costs of inflation are cap-
tured by changes in the cost of living, some of
them may require a much broader measure of
market transactions. One conclusion from this
line of reasoning is that, for the purposes of mone-
tary policy, what is needed is not a microeconomic
theory of the cost of living, but a macroeconomic
theory of the cost of inflation. Thus we can inter-
pret various measures of core inflation as attempts
to better measure this more-appropriate measure
of inflation for monetary policy purposes.
But just how much guidance does the concept
of monetary inflation provide when it comes to
measurement? Consider a very standard money
market equilibrium condition:
where M
S denotes the stock of money, P denotes
the price level, L￿Y,R￿denotes the demand for
money, which is assumed to be a function of real
income, Y, and the interest rate, R. What is the
effect of a supply shock (e.g., a hike in oil prices
or tax rates) on the price level?5 An adverse sup-
ply shock that lowers the level of output would,
under standard assumptions about the nature of
the demand for money, also lower the demand
for real balances. Absent any action on the part
of the central bank to alter the stock of money out-
standing, M
S, the price level must rise to clear the
market for real balances. Is this increase in the
price level “monetary” inflation or not? It does
not constitute monetary inflation in the sense
that its proximate cause is something other than
an action on the part of the central bank. It does
constitute monetary inflation to the extent that,
in principle, an appropriate response on the
part of the central bank (cutting the stock of base
money to match the decline in the demand for
base money) could have prevented it from occur-
ring. More generally, the inflation rate is deter-
mined by the rate of growth of the stock of money
relative to the demand for it. The inflation rate is
not uniquely determined by the monetary author-
ities, but by the monetary authorities and the
private sector jointly.
Origin, History, and Definition of Core
Inflation
Core inflation is a concept that has long lurked
on the fringes of mainstream academic debate.
Despite the frequency with which the term is used
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4 See, for example, Howitt (1997).
5 Bryan and Cecchetti (1994, p. 195) argue that “during periods of
poor weather, for example, food prices may rise to reflect decreased
supply, thereby producing transitory increases in the aggregate
index. Because these price changes do not constitute underlying
monetary inflation, the monetary authorities should avoid basing
their decisions on them.”up in mainstream academic publications. This is
perhaps surprising, given that the term has been
around for quite some time. In a search of the
JSTOR database, the first occurrence of the term
“core inflation” is Schreder (1952).6 Schreder
used the term in the context of a discussion of
the inflationary gap that the United States was
believed to be facing in the early 1950s and wrote
that “even those who tend to agree with the con-
cept of a rough balance between supply and
demand, point out that there is still a huge money
supply—and that is the hard core of inflation….
our money supply (currency outside banks and
adjusted private demand deposits) is well over
three times the 1939 level; and over the longer
term basic economic factors, including prices,
do tend to move into line with money supply”
(Schreder, 1952, p. 153). Schreder does not pro-
vide any further discussion of core inflation, and
the context in which he uses the term makes it
hard to link his use with contemporary usage. The
next reference turned up is Sprinkel (1975), who
uses the term in the context of a discussion of the
short-term outlook for the U.S. economy. Sprinkel
(1975) writes that “profligate economic policies
explain the average annual inflation of the past 3
years, but recent price increases of 10-12 percent
annually were about double the hard-core infla-
tion” (p. 1). Later in the same paper he refers to
“the basic inflation of 5-6 percent…” (p. 4), sug-
gesting that what he has in mind is some concept
of trend inflation. Tobin (1981, p. 38) uses the
term in the context of a discussion of sacrifice
ratios: “Two or three point-years of extra unem-
ployment bring down the inertial core inflation
by only one point.” Tobin does not provide any
further discussion of core inflation, but what he
seems to have in mind is some notion of trend
expected inflation.
It would appear, then, that Eckstein (1981,
p. v) was the first to propose a formal definition
of core inflation, as the “trend rate of increase of
the price of aggregate supply.” Eckstein postu-
lated that measured inflation, ˀ, could be broken
down into three components: core inflation, ˀ
c;
demand inflation, ˀ
d; and shock inflation, ˀ
s:
Core inflation is measured as a weighted
average of the rate of increase in unit labor costs
and the user cost of capital and is essentially the
rate of growth of the supply price of output along
the steady-state growth path with a constant-
returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production tech-
nology and Hicks-neutral technological change.
That is, core inflation is defined as steady state
inflation. Eckstein notes that “the core rate reflects
those price increases made necessary by increases
in the trend costs of the inputs to production.
The cost increases, in turn, are largely a function
of underlying price expectations. These expecta-
tions are the results of previous experience, which,
in turn, is created by the history of demand and
shock inflation” (Eckstein, 1981, p. 8). Parkin
(1984) in his review of Eckstein’s book shows that
Eckstein’s definition of core inflation collapses to
the steady-state growth rate of unit labor costs.7
Parkin’s critique of Eckstein is noteworthy in a
number of respects. If core inflation is nothing
more than trend or expected inflation, it raises
the question of why we would want to estimate
trend or expected inflation indirectly rather than
looking at direct measures of both.
The CPI Detailed Report for January 1978 was
the first to routinely include the CPI All Items less
Energy and All Items less Food and Energy meas-
ures. These indices were first reported in the CPI
Detailed Report for December 1975 (in Table B,
“Changes in Wholesale and Consumer Price
Indexes 1973-75”). Thereafter, they were reported
every three months in a special table until their
regular inclusion in 1978. Note that the CPI
Detailed Report and the publications it replaced
regularly reported a variety of other special
indices (such as “all items less food,” “all items
less shelter,” “all items less medical care,” from
ˀˀ ˀ ˀ =++
c ds .
6 The JSTOR search was conducted over the 18 journals in the eco-
nomics and finance categories. The search turned up 57 items
matching the search constraints, which were set to be as broad as
possible and included articles, reviews, opinion pieces, and other
items.
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7 By contrast, Blinder (1982) sees the growth rate of unit labor costs
as a measure of core or underlying inflation that is distinct from
Eckstein’s) and is also equal to (the rationally expected or perfectly
foreseen) expected inflation.a 1968 report). The March 2001 issue of Monthly
Labor Review reports no fewer than 15 “special”
indices that could be classified as measures of
core inflation in the CPI tables (such as “all items
less food and energy,” “all items less shelter,”
“all items less medical care,” etc.). In September
1981, the Monthly Labor Review carried an article
by David Callahan (Callahan, 1981) explaining
the differences between six alternative measures
of core or underlying inflation. The earliest Fed
publication on core or underlying inflation is
Scadding (1979).
The Statistical Abstract of the United States
for 1951 is the first that I can find to publish a
chart of core WPI inflation (specifically, whole-
sale prices for all commodities other than farm
products) (Figure XIV, p. 278). The 1953 edition
of the Abstract provides monthly data on whole-
sale prices for all commodities other than farm
products and foods from 1926 (Table 334, p. 303).
The 1960 edition of the Abstract reports annual
data for the CPI All Items excluding Food and All
Items excluding Shelter back to 1935 (Table 438,
p. 336). The original source cited for the data is
Monthly Labor Review.
ROLE OF THE CONCEPT OF
CORE INFLATION IN MONETARY
POLICY
The Federal Reserve System is unusual among
central banks in that it does not espouse a formal
strategy for monetary policy. Unlike, say, the
European Central Bank, the Federal Reserve
System is not charged with the maintenance of
price stability as its primary objective. Rather, the
Federal Reserve Act states
The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System and the Federal Open Market
Committee shall maintain long run growth of
the monetary and credit aggregates commen-
surate with the economy’s long run potential
to increase production, so as to promote effec-
tively the goals of maximum employment,
stable prices, and moderate long-term interest
rates. (Federal Reserve Act, 1-017)
As part of the Board’s semiannual Monetary
Policy Report, the Chairman of the FOMC reports
on developments in the U.S. economy, including
inflation, and also reports inflation outcomes and
forecasts. The forecasts are those of the Governors
and the Federal Reserve Bank presidents and had
previously pertained to headline inflation—origi-
nally headline CPI inflation; then, from February
2000 through 2003, headline PCE inflation.8
Starting with the July 2004 Report, the FOMC
has reported projections of core (“ex. food and
energy”) PCE inflation. The analysis of recent
developments also includes data for the core
(excluding food and energy) CPI and PCE infla-
tion rates. A number of authors have proposed
that the United States adopt an inflation-targeting
strategy for monetary policy similar to that pur-
sued in a number of other countries. Bernanke
et al. (1999) make such an argument and also sug-
gest that the inflation target be defined in terms
of some measure of core CPI inflation:
Although the particular choice of the price
index used in constructing the inflation target
is perhaps not critical, we lean towards the use
of a “core” CPI measure that excludes food,
energy and other volatile items from the price
index. The core CPI is likely to provide a better
guide to monetary policy than other indices,
since it measures the more persistent underly-
ing inflation rather than transitory influences
on the price level. Moreover, its use indicates
to the public that the central bank will respond
flexibly to inflationary shocks arising from
supply shocks (such as sharp increases in the
prices of oil or food). Use of a core CPI measure
also helps the central bank to communicate to
thepublicthatnoteveryshockthatraisesprices
will lead to a permanent increase in inflation,
and that short-term changes in inflation result-
ing from supply shocks will be treated differ-
ently from changes driven by aggregate
demand. (Bernanke et al., 1999, pp. 321-22)
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8 In explaining the switch from the CPI to the PCE deflator, the
FOMC noted that the PCE deflator was less susceptible to measure-
ment error than the CPI because it uses an index formula that
allows for commodity substitution in response to changes in rela-
tive prices, has more comprehensive coverage of expenditures than
the CPI, and can be revised to take into account new information
and improvements in measurement techniques. See Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (2000).The Federal Reserve System also stands out
among central banks in that it has published rela-
tively little research on the merits of competing
measures of core inflation. The Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland is an exception in this regard:
The limited-influence estimators of core inflation
proposed by Bryan and Pike (1991) and Bryan
and Cecchetti (1994) have been widely emulated
by other central banks.9
The Maastricht Treaty (or Treaty on European
Union [EU]) stipulates that “the primary objec-
tive of the ESCB shall be to maintain price stabil-
ity” (Maastricht Treaty Article 105). The ECB
subsequently quantified price stability as “a year-
on-year increase in the Harmonised Index of
Consumer Prices (HICP) for the euro area of below
2%” (ECB Press Release, October 13, 1998, “A
stability-oriented monetary policy strategy for
the ESCB”). Note that the ECB’s communiqué on
strategy contains no mention of core inflation.
However, it does note that “the statement that
‘price stability is to be maintained over the
medium term’ reflects the need for monetary
policy to have a forward-looking, medium-term
orientation. It also acknowledges the existence
of short-term volatility in prices which cannot
be controlled by monetary policy.” Measures of
core inflation are usually designed to eliminate
some of this short-term volatility. However, the
ECB does routinely report a variety of measures
of core inflation in its Monthly Bulletin. In its first
Bulletin, published in January 1999, it simply
reported the rate of inflation for “non-energy
industrial goods,” which at that time accounted
for about one third of the HICP. By December 2007,
the ECB was routinely including additional core
measures in its Monthly Bulletin, including tra-
ditional “ex. food and energy”–like measures.
The ECB has published a couple of working
papers on core inflation—see Wynne (1999),
Morana (2000), Vega and Wynne (2001), and
Angelini, Henry, and Mestre (2001a,b)—but has
not formally endorsed one measure over another.
It is worth noting that each month the European
statistical agency Eurostat publishes five measures
of core along with the headline HICP inflation
rate for the EU and the euro area (specifically,
HICP All-items excluding Energy; HICP All-items
excluding Energy, Food, Alcohol, and Tobacco;
HICP All-items excluding Tobacco; HICP All-items
excluding Energy and Seasonal Food; and HICP
All-items excluding Energy and Unprocessed
Food).
The Bank of Japan has tended to emphasize a
core-like measure of inflation in its communica-
tions with the general public. The minutes of the
Bank’s Monetary Policy Board routinely refer to
the year-on-year increase in the CPI excluding
fresh food in the assessment of domestic price
developments.10 However, the Bank has made it
clear that it interprets its mandate for price sta-
bility in terms of headline inflation: “In today’s
Monetary Policy Board Meeting…it was agreed
that, by making use of the rate of year-on-year
change in the consumer price index to describe
the understanding of [price stability], an approxi-
mate range between zero and two percent was
generally consistent with the distribution of each
Board member’s understanding of medium- to
long-term price stability” (Bank of Japan, 2006).
Over the past decade and a half, inflation
targeting has become increasingly popular as a
framework for monetary policy. Inflation targeting
as a strategy for monetary policy originated in
New Zealand in 1990. The most recent Policy
Targets Agreement (PTA) between the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) and the government
adopted in May 2007 defines price stability as
an annual rate of increase in the New Zealand
all-groups CPI of between 1 and 3 percent over
the medium term. However, the PTA also notes
the following:
For a variety of reasons, the actual annual rate
of CPI inflation will vary around the medium-
term trend of inflation, which is the focus of the
policy target. Amongst these reasons, there is a
9 The only other studies of alternative measures of core inflation by
Fed economists are Scadding (1979), McElhattan (1982), Motley
(1997) (which is a commentary on Bryan and Cecchetti, 1994),
and Cogley (1998). Clark (2001), Rich and Steindel (2005), and
Khettry and Mester (2006) are more recent evaluations of core
inflation measures for the United States.
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10 Shiratsuka (2006) presents evidence that the CPI excluding fresh
food and the 10 percent trimmed mean do a better job at tracking
trend inflation and forecasting future headline inflation in Japan
than other measures of core inflation.range of events whose impact would normally
be temporary. Such events include, for exam-
ple, shifts in the aggregate price level as a result
of exceptional movements in the prices of com-
modities traded in world markets, changes in
indirect taxes, significant government policy
changes that directly affect prices, or a natural
disaster affecting a major part of the economy…
When disturbances of the kind described
[above] arise, the Bank will respond consistent
with meeting its medium-term target.
The first PTA (in 1990) specified a target range
for inflation of 0 to 2 percent. The agreement
noted that “the primary measure of prices used
to calculate the inflation rate for the purpose of
these targets should relate to the prices of goods
and services currently consumed by households.
Unfortunately, the All Groups Consumers Price
Index (CPI) is not an entirely suitable measure of
these prices since it also incorporates prices and
servicing costs of investment-related expenditures,
notably in the housing field” and directed that
“the Bank is to prepare an alternative measure of
consumer prices based on an internationally com-
parable approach, so as to provide a basis for
assessing the impact of investment-relatedhousing
costs on the CPI” (Reserve Bank of New Zealand,
1990). Subsequent PTAs stated explicitly that the
price stability target was defined in terms of the
all-groups CPI, but continued to note that a vari-
ety of shocks could cause short-term deviations
of the CPI from the target range. Invoking these
clauses in the PTA, the RBNZ targeted a measure
of underlying inflation it constructed itself by
excluding credit services from the CPI (CPIX). In
1997, the target was redefined in terms of the CPIX
published by Statistics New Zealand (RBNZ,
1997a,b) and the Bank discontinued its own series
on underlying inflation. And as already noted in
1999, the target was once again specified in terms
of the all-groups CPI after the introduction of a
revised CPI in September 1999 that no longer
included interest costs (which were usually the
main source of differences between the headline
inflation rate and the RBNZ’s estimate of under-
lying inflation; see RBNZ, 1999). However, the
1999 PTA explicitly states that “the underlying
trend in prices…is the proper focus of monetary
policy.” The RBNZ routinely publishes on its
website statistics for CPI inflation and a number
of core measures: CPI excluding Credit Services
(CPIX) and Weighted Median CPI. The RBNZ has
also published a number of working papers exam-
ining the properties of alternative measures of
core inflation. See Roger (1995, 1997, and 1998)
and, more recently, Giannone and Matheson
(2006).
The Bank of Canada adopted inflation target-
ing in 1991. The target is defined in terms of the
12-month rate of change in the headline CPI.
Under the most recent agreement between the
government of Canada and the Bank of Canada
(dated November 23, 2006), the target for inflation
is set at 2 percent, with a “target range” of 1 to 3
percent, unchanged from the agreement reached
in 2001. Note that, although the target is specified
in terms of headline inflation, core inflation plays
a key role in monetary policy deliberations. In
documentation released in conjunction with the
latest renewal of the inflation target, the Bank of
Canada (2006, p. 7) noted that “measures of core
inflation, along with indicators of capacity pres-
sures, have been shown to be useful indicators of
underlying inflation and, hence, or where total
CPI inflation could be in the future. For this rea-
son, core inflation provides a useful guide for the
conduct of monetary policy.” The latest headline
and core CPI (CPIX) inflation statistics are promi-
nently displayed on the first page of the Bank of
Canada’s website. The CPIX measure of core infla-
tion excludes the eight most volatile components
(fruits, vegetables, gasoline, fuel oil, natural gas,
mortgage interest, inter-city transportation, and
tobacco products) of the Canadian CPI. The CPIX
measure also excludes the effects of changes in
indirect taxes on the remaining components of the
CPI. The Bank of Canada also tracks a different
measure of core, the CPIW, which re-weights the
components of the CPI using weights that are
inversely proportional to the volatility of the
component series.11 Both measures of core infla-
tion are also regularly featured in the Bank of
Canada’s Monetary Policy Report. The Bank of
Wynne
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11 The construction of the CPIW series is explained in more detail in
Hogan, Johnson, and Laflèche (2001) and Laflèche (1997). Bank of
Canada (1991) explains the construction of the CPI net of tax effects.Canada (2006) further clarified the use of its
measure of core inflation in its deliberations: “It
should be noted, however, that core inflation pro-
vides a useful guide to the extent that total CPI
inflation is expected to converge to core inflation.
If this were not expected to be the case, owing to
anticipated persistent changes in the CPI compo-
nents that are excluded from the core measure,
total CPI inflation would take precedence” (Bank
of Canada, 2006, p. 7, emphasis added).
The Bank of England has pursued inflation
targeting since October 1992 and has published
a quarterly Inflation Report since February 1993.
The inflation target is set by the government
and was originally defined in terms of a core-
like measure of inflation, the retail price index
excluding mortgage interest payments, or RPIX.
The RPIX includes food and energy prices tradi-
tionally excluded from a measure of core. The
Bank of England also routinely monitored a meas-
ure of retail price inflation that excludes, in addi-
tion to mortgage interest costs, the first-round
effects of indirect taxes (i.e., the RPIY) and a meas-
ure of domestically generated inflation (i.e., the
RPIX excluding import prices). Both were reported
on a regular basis in the Bank of England’s quar-
terly Inflation Report, along with a number of
alternative measures of core inflation, including
the median and the (15 percent) trimmed mean,
and measures of domestically generated infla-
tion (arguably interpretable as core inflation).
Examples of the last of these include the HARP
(Housing-Adjusted Retail Prices, an adjusted
version of RPIX that replaces the Central Statistics
Office/Office of National Statistics estimate of
housing depreciation with an estimate of the
user cost of housing calculated by the Bank of
England), THARP (a similarly adjusted version of
RPIY, introduced in the November 1994 Inflation
Report), RPIX excluding export prices, unit labor
costs, and unit labor costs based on trend produc-
tivity.12 The trimmed mean and weighted median
measures of Bryan and Cecchetti were first
reported by the Bank of England in its May 1993
Inflation Report, while the Quah-Vahey measure
(which was referred to as “output-neutral” infla-
tion) was introduced in the August 1993 Inflation
Report.13 The Bank also occasionally publishes
analyses of how various fiscal measures affect
RPIX inflation. For example, in the May 2001
Inflation Report it reported estimates of the effects
of increases in various taxes and duties prepared
by the U.K. Office of National Statistics.14 The
Bank of England has also published a number of
research papers explaining the construction and
examining the properties of alternative measures
of core inflation: Cutler (2001), Bakhshi and Yates
(1999), Beaton and Fisher (1995), and Quah and
Vahey (1995).15
However, in recent years, the Bank of England
seems to have greatly downplayed the importance
of core inflation in its deliberations or communi-
cations with the general public. Indeed, there has
been no mention of the concept of core inflation
in any of the Bank’s Inflation Reports since
November 2000. Bean (2006) makes the following
observation: “The fact that the rise in oil prices
is the flip side of the globalization shock to me
renders highly suspect the practice of focussing
on measures of core inflation that strip out energy
prices while retaining the falling goods prices.”
The Bank’s inflation target, which was originally
defined in terms of the core-like RPIX, was rede-
fined in terms of the headline CPI or HICP in 2003.
Sveriges Riksbank (the Bank of Sweden)
adopted inflation targeting in 1993. The Bank of
Sweden’s inflation target is defined in terms of the
headline rate of increase in the CPI (since 1995,
2 percent ± 1 percent). The Bank of Sweden rou-
tinely reports two measures of core inflation in
12 Bank of England’s first Inflation Report (February 1993) included
a short discussion of the treatment of owner-occupied housing in
the RPI and the construction of the HARP index.
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13 Interestingly enough, that seems to have been the one and only
appearance of the Quah-Vahey measure in the Bank of England’s
Inflation Report. In a speech published in the subsequent
(November 1993) issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin,
the Deputy Governor noted that “all the senior people in the Bank
believe that inflation’s roots lie in excessive monetary expansion.
We all believe that inflation is deeply damaging to the real economy
of jobs and output and spending and growth.”
14 See Bank of England (2001, p. 42).
15 Bank of England’s first Inflation Report (February 1993) included
a footnote mentioning the possibility of defining core inflation in
terms of the component of observed inflation that is uncorrelated
with output in the long run.its regular Inflation Report (since 2007 renamed
Monetary Policy Report): UND1X, which is
defined as the CPI excluding interest expenditure
and direct effects of altered indirect taxes and sub-
sidies; and UNDINHX, which is the CPI exclud-
ing interest expenditure, goods that are mainly
imported, and direct effects of altered domestic
indirect taxes and subsidies. Since 1999 the
Riksbank has also reported a model-based meas-
ure of core inflation based on the research of Apel
and Jansson (1999), which is explained at some
length in Inflation Report (1999, pp. 51-52). Other
research published by the Bank of Sweden on core
inflation and its role in monetary policy includes
Nessén and Söderström (2000) and Blix (1995).
In their review of Swedish monetary policy over
the period 1995-2005, Giavazzi and Mishkin
(2007) recommended that the Bank’s inflation
target should be defined in terms of a price index
that is not directly affected by the costs of owner-
occupied housing, such as the UND1X measure,
but this recommendation was rejected by the
Executive Board.
The Reserve Bank of Australia also adopted
inflation targeting as its strategy for monetary
policy in 1993. The inflation target was originally
specified in terms of the underlying rate of CPI
inflation and as expressed as a range of 2 to 3
percent per annum. The most recent Statement
on the Conduct of Monetary Policy issued in
December 2007 stated that
In pursuing the goal of medium-term price
stability, both the Reserve Bank and the
Government agree on the objective of keeping
consumer price inflation between 2 and 3 per-
cent, on average, over the cycle. This formula-
tion allows for the natural short run variation
in underlying inflation over the cycle while
preserving a clearly identifiable benchmark
performance over time. (Reserve Bank of
Australia, 2007)
Note that the wording of this statement is some-
what different from that in the 1996 statement
(Reserve Bank of Australia, 1996), which referred
to the objective of keeping underlying inflation
in the 2 to 3 percent range over the cycle, without
specifying which measure of underlying inflation
was to be used. In late 1998 the Reserve Bank of
Australia announced that in the future the infla-
tion target would be interpreted as referring to
the headline CPI inflation rate rather than any
measure of core (see Reserve Bank of Australia,
1998), and the switch from underlying to overall
consumer price inflation was made in the 2003
statement. The reason for the change was improve-
ments (changes) in the treatment of housing in
the CPI as part of the regular periodic (five-year)
review of the Australian CPI, specifically the
switch from the use of mortgage interest costs to
measure changes in the costs of owner-occupied
housing to the treatment of owner-occupied hous-
ing on a net acquisitions basis. The Bank regularly
publishes a number of measures of core inflation
in its quarterly Statement on Monetary Policy,
including the trimmed mean, the weighted
median, the CPI excluding volatile items (which
is the CPI excluding fruit and vegetables and
automotive fuel), and market goods and services
excluding volatile items. This last item excludes—
in addition to the items already excluded from the
CPI excluding volatile items—utilities, property
rates and charges, health, other motoring charges,
urban transport fares, postal, education, and child
care categories. (See for example Table 11 in the
May 2001 Statement.16) The Reserve Bank of
Australia has also published in its Bulletin a num-
ber of articles explaining the computation of
underlying inflation (Reserve Bank of Australia,
1994) and a number of research papers on alter-
native measures of core: Kearns (1998), Roberts
(2005), and Brischetto and Richards (2006).
This brief review of current practice shows
that central banks tend to differ in the importance
they assign to the concept of core inflation. Insofar
as a measure of core inflation plays a role in mone-
tary policy, whether as a target or as a means of
communicating with the general public, central
banks invariably rely on traditional exclusion-
type measures of core. A number of central banks
also report some of the newer measures of core,
especially variants of the limited influence meas-
ures advocated by Bryan and Cecchetti.
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The stochastic approach to index numbers
has (implicitly or explicitly) formed the basis of
many recent attempts to improve upon existing
core inflation measures. In the academic litera-
ture, this approach is exemplified by the papers
by Clements and Izan (1981, 1987) as well as a
book by Selvanathan and Prasada Rao (1994). The
research of Bryan and Pike (1991), Bryan and
Cecchetti (1993, 1994), and Cecchetti (1997) has
brought this approach to inflation measurement
to the attention of monetary policymakers in the
United States, while the work of Quah and Vahey
(1995), Blix (1995), and Fase and Folkertsma
(1996) indicates that this alternative way of think-
ing about inflation is also influential among the
national central banks in the EU. Diewert (1995)
provides a critique of this literature from the per-
spective of the traditional economic approach to
price measurement; some additional discussion
is to be found in Wynne (1997).
The point of departure for all attempts to
measure core inflation is the observation that the
changes in the prices of individual goods and
services between two periods contain a common
component that constitutes core inflation and an
idiosyncratic component that primarily reflects
developments in local markets. The problem of
core inflation measurement is then to isolate these
two components of observed price changes. This
idea is formalized by writing
This expression defines the rate of change of the
price of an individual commodity, ˀi,t = ln￿pi,t￿ –
ln￿pi,t–1￿, as consisting of an aggregate inflation
component, ʠt ￿ ln￿Pt￿ – ln￿Pt–1￿, and a relative
price change component, xi,t. The object we are
interested in is Pt, the common component of all
prices and what we might interpret as the purchas-
ing power of money. Different approaches to the
measurement of core inflation can be characterized
by how they go about achieving identification.
The presumption in all of these approaches
is that the “headline” rate, which is some weighted
average of the individual price changes,
ˀit t it x ,, . = + ʠ
with weights chosen on the basis of expenditure
shares, is a poor or second-best approximation to
ʠt. What differentiates the various approaches
to core inflation measurement is the information
that is used to arrive at the core measure. One
approach is to simply recombine the price changes
of individual goods and services at each point in
time to derive a core measure. This is the “ex. food
& energy” approach and also the essence of the
limited influence measures (such as the trimmed
mean and weighted median) advocated by Bryan
and Cecchetti. Alternatively, we might choose to
ignore the information in the cross-section distri-
bution of individual price changes and instead
derive a measure of core inflation by smoothing
current and previous headline inflation rates.
Thus some have advocated constructing a measure
of core inflation by taking a moving average of
past inflation rates or applying a Hodrick-Prescott
(1997) filter to headline rates. Between these two
extremes is the dynamic factor index proposed
by Bryan and Cecchetti (1993), which combines
information on both the time-series and cross-




There is some intuitive appeal to the idea
that we can somehow isolate the monetary com-
ponent of price changes by simply averaging the
changes in the prices of individual goods and
services. This approach to inflation measurement
has a long history and was perhaps first fully
articulated by Jevons (1865). Jevons argued for
the use of the geometric mean of price changes
in calculating inflation
as it seems likely to give in the most accurate
manner such general change in prices as is due
to a change on the part of gold. For any change
in gold will affect all prices in an equal ratio;
and if other disturbing causes may be consid-
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all the individual variations of prices will be
correctly balanced off against each other in the
geometric mean, and the true variation of the
value of gold will be detected. (Jevons, 1865,
p. 296)
If we interpret the relative price term, xi,t, in
the equation above as an error term that is nor-
mally distributed, with mean and variance given
by E￿xt￿ = 0,E￿xtxt′￿ = ˃t
2IN, where xt = [x1,t, x2,t,
… xN,t]′, it is straightforward to show that the maxi-
mum likelihood estimator of the inflation rate, ʠ ˆ
t,
is given by a simple unweighted average of the
rates of change of the individual price series17:
Note that we identify core inflation in this model
by defining it as the component of price changes
that is orthogonal to relative price changes. By
construction, the estimated relative price changes,
x ˆi,t, have the property
That is, the implied relative price changes average
to zero.
Taking the exponential of both sides of the
proposed measure of inflation, we obtain the
geometric mean price index proposed by Jevons
(1865) as a way of computing the change in the
purchasing power of money over time:
This measure of inflation has a number of
appealing properties, not the least of which is
the ease with which it can be calculated. Unlike
a simple arithmetic mean of price relatives
￿pi,t/pi,t–1￿ (the so-called Carli index), this index
satisfies the time reversal property.18 Fase and




































averages of price changes to isolate core inflation
in a structural vector autoregression (VAR) frame-
work (discussed below). However, this measure
of inflation also has a number of serious short-
comings, all of which ultimately relate to the
strong assumptions made about the behavior of
the relative price terms, xi,t.
Note that so far nothing has been said about
which prices to include in the calculations. The
prices that are averaged to arrive at a measure of
inflation could be just consumer prices, or could
include the prices of all gross domestic product
(GDP) transactions or the prices of all transactions
(including intermediate transactions), or could
even include the prices of assets. Fisher (1920)
argued that when it comes to constructing a meas-
ure of the purchasing power of money, we ought
to look at as many prices as possible:
Perhaps the best and most practical scheme
[for the construction of an index number] is
that which has been used in the explanation
of [the price level] P in our equation of
exchange, an index number in which every
article and service is weighted according to
the value of it exchanged at base prices in the
year whose level of prices it is desired to find.
By this means, goods bought for immediate
consumption are included in the weighting,
as are also all durable capital goods exchanged
during the period covered by the index number.
What is repaid in contracts so measured is the
same general purchasing power. This includes
purchasing power over everything purchased
and purchasable, including real estate, securi-
ties, labor, other services, such as the services
rendered by corporations, and commodities.
(Fisher, 1920, pp. 217-18)
It is interesting to note that the preamble to the
European Council Regulation governing the calcu-
lation of the HICP, which will form the basis for
assessing inflation developments in the euro area,
notes that “it is recognised that inflation is a phe-
nomenon manifesting itself in all forms of market
transactions including capital purchases, govern-
ment purchases, payments to labour as well as
purchases by consumers” (European Commission,
1998). Once we have abandoned the cost of living
as the guiding concept for inflation measurement
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17 See Diewert (1995).
18 A price index is said to satisfy the time reversal property if, when
we reverse the order of time, the recalculated index is simply the
reciprocal of the previously calculated index.for monetary policy purposes, there is no reason
for confining our attention to changes in the prices
of final consumer goods. Changes in the prices
received by producers, changes in the prices of
intermediate goods, and changes in the prices of
existing assets all carry information about mone-
tary inflation.
ARE ALL PRICES EQUALLY
INFORMATIVE?
One possible problem with this approach to
estimating inflation is that it treats all prices as
being equally informative about inflation and
thus equally important.19 Arguably a more appro-
priate approach would be to weight the price
changes of individual products in terms of their
importance, somehow defined.20 That is, an esti-
mate of inflation of the form
(which assigns weights wi,t to the price changes
of individual products in arriving at a measure
of overall inflation) may be preferable. Diewert
(1995) shows that, for this expression to be the
maximum likelihood estimator of the inflation
rate, we can retain our original assumption that
the relative price changes have zero mean, but
need to replace the variance assumption with










where Wt = diag[w1,t, w2,t, …wN,t]. This assumption
about the distribution of relative price changes
was proposed by Clements and Izan (1981). They
argued as follows: “If we think in terms of sam-
pling of the individual prices to form ...[ˀi,t]... for
each commodity group, then it seems reasonable
to postulate that the collection agency invests
more resources in sampling the prices of those
goods more important in the budget. This implies
that ...[Var￿xi,t￿]... is inversely proportional to
...[wi,t]” (Clements and Izan, 1981, p. 745). Later
Clements and Izan (1987) provided a different
justification for this assumption, arguing that the
larger an item looms in the budget of consumers,
the less scope there is for relative price changes
in that item. Neither of these justifications is par-
ticularly appealing. However, the theory of the
cost-of-living index provides an alternative ration-
ale for weighting individual price changes by
shares in consumer’s budgets. A fixed-weight
Laspeyres measure of the price level at date t with
period 0 as the base period can be written as
where we set pi,0 = 1, ￿i. By log-differentiating
this expression, we obtain
That is, the standard fixed-weight Laspeyres
measure of inflation can be written as a weighted
average of the rates of change of the prices of
individual goods and services. However, note that
the weights, ri,t, are not the budget share weights
of the base period, wi,0. Rather, they are the “rela-
tive importances” of each product—that is, the
base-period weight adjusted for the extent to
which the price of the good in question has grown
faster or slower than prices on average. Goods
whose prices increase faster than average over
time will have an increasing relative importance
in a fixed-weight Laspeyres type price index. This







































































19 Diewert (1997) sees this property of the Jevons index number as a
“fatal flaw.”
20 The contrary view is taken by Bryan and Pike (1991), who write
“the strength of the inflation signal in goods and services prices is
not necessarily related to an item’s share of the typical household
budget. As a monetary phenomenon, inflation should influence
the price of all goods and services equally. The inflationary signal
in the price of a new pair of shoes is theoretically the same as that
in the price of shoe leather or, for that matter, in the price of cows.
There is no reason to expect movements in the price of one to be
a clearer indicator of inflation than movements in the prices of
others.” Likewise Fase and Folkertsma (1996) note “weighting the
price index means that some prices get to determine the general
price level thus measured more than others. For an assessment of
changes in purchasing power, weighting may certainly be useful
but there is no clear reason to gauge inflation by way of weighting.”
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ures to overstate the true rate of inflation as
defined by the cost-of-living index.21
But why do we need to confine ourselves to
looking to budget shares for weights? The use of
budget shares as weights is best motivated by an
appeal to the (a temporal) theory of the cost-of-
living index. Yet, implicit in the notion of core
inflation that ought to be of primary concern to
monetary policymakers is the idea that such
inflation is inherently different from inflation as
measured by the cost-of-living index. Thus, the
weighting scheme that is optimal for constructing
a cost-of-living index may no longer be optimal for
measuring inflation for the purposes of monetary
policy.
A weighting scheme that might be more
appropriate for monetary policy purposes would
weight prices by the strength or quality of the
inflation “signal” they provide. Indeed, this is the
approach that implicitly underlies the “ex. food
& energy” or “ex. indirect taxes” approaches to
estimating core inflation that are used by many
central banks and statistical agencies. In these
approaches we attach zero weight to certain prices
on the (unstated) grounds that they convey zero
information about core inflation. Formally,
where ˃ ˜2 is some “unacceptably high” level of
variability in short-term price changes. It is worth
noting that there is no justification for such a prac-
tice within the theory of the cost-of-living index;
the rationale for excluding certain prices from an
estimate of core inflation must lie elsewhere.
One scheme for weighting prices in terms of
the quality of their inflation signal would be to
set the weights as follows:
That is, choose weights for the various individual
prices that are inversely proportional to the volatil-
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these lines has been investigated by Dow (1994),
who termed the resulting measure of inflation a
variance-weighted price index, and by Diewert
(1995), who termed the resulting measure of infla-
tion neo-Edgeworthian. Wynne (1997) reports
the results of applying a scheme along these lines
to U.S. CPI data. The advantage of employing a
variance weighting scheme to calculate core infla-
tion is that we do not discard potentially useful
information about core inflation that may be con-
tained in food and energy prices—or whatever
categories are excluded. The “ex. food & energy”
approach to estimating core inflation is further
compromised by the need for a once-and-for-all
judgment about what the least informative cate-
gories of prices are for estimating core inflation.
A variance weighting scheme such as that noted
above allows weights to change over time as the
volatility of different categories of prices changes
over time. The speed with which the weights will
change in response to changes in volatility will
be determined by the choice of the estimation
“window” for the variances.
Yet another weighting scheme was proposed
informally by Blinder (1997). Starting from a
definition of core inflation as the persistent or
durable component of inflation, Blinder suggests
that when it comes to calculating core inflation,
individual price changes should be weighted by
their ability to forecast future inflation. Blinder
argues that central bankers are a lot more con-
cerned about future inflation than they are about
past inflation; and, when we think about the
measurement of core inflation as a signal extrac-
tion problem, future inflation is the object about
which we are seeking information through current
signals. Thus core inflation is defined in terms
of its ability to predict future headline inflation.
Smith (2007) is an attempt to implement this
approach.22
SOME PROBLEMS
If we think about the problem of core inflation
measurement in terms of an estimation problem,
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21 For further details, see Blinder (1980).
22 However, note that Bryan and Cecchetti (1994) evaluate various
measures of core inflation in terms of their ability to forecast
future inflation.we need to ask whether the distribution assump-
tions that underlie the estimation are borne out
by the data. There are three important distribu-
tional assumptions that need to be looked at.
The first is that individual price changes are nor-
mally distributed; the second is that individual
price changes are independent of one another;
and the third is that price changes are identically
distributed.
The geometric mean of price relatives is the
maximum likelihood estimator of core inflation
under the assumption that individual price
changes are normally distributed. But this assump-
tion is not borne out by the data.
There is an extensive literature documenting
the statistical properties of individual price
changes, and it is clear that individual ˀi,t are
typically not normally distributed. This fact was
first noted by Bowley (1928) in a critique of Jevons
and has subsequently been further documented by
Vining and Elwertowski (1976), Ball and Mankiw
(1995), Cassino (1995), Bryan and Cecchetti (1996),
and Balke and Wynne (2000). There is evidence
of significant skewness and kurtosis in the cross-
section distribution of price changes. Skewness
in the distribution of price changes may reflect
the fact that changes in the money stock do not
necessarily affect all prices at the same time,23 or
it may simply reflect skewness in the underlying
shocks that causes relative prices to change.24
If the distribution of ˀi,t can be characterized
in terms of a distribution with a finite number of
moments, it may still be possible to estimate core
inflation as the solution to a maximum likelihood
problem. However, the resulting measure will
probably be significantly more complicated than
a simple geometric mean of price relatives.
Amoreconstructiveresponsetonon-normality
in the distribution of ˀi,t is to employ estimators
that are robust to departures from normality. This
is the approach advocated by Bryan and Pike
(1991), Bryan and Cecchetti (1994, 1996), and
Cecchetti (1997). Bryan and Pike argue for the
use of the median of ˀi,t as an estimate of core
inflation on the grounds that the median is a more
robust measure of central tendency. Bryan and
Cecchetti (1994) examine in more detail alterna-
tive approaches to estimating core inflation and
conclude that, of the various measures they look
at, the weighted median CPI performs best. More
recently Bryan, Cecchetti, and Wiggins (1997)
investigate the ability of various trimmed means
of the cross-section distribution of price changes
to track trend inflation. To compute the trimmed
mean of the cross-section distribution of prices,
start by ordering the sample (from largest to small-
est price change, say). Then define the cumulative
weight from 1 to i as
where w￿j￿,t denotes the sorted jth weight. This
allows us to define the index set
The ʱ-percent trimmed mean inflation rate is
then defined as
where ˀ￿j￿,t is the sorted jth price change. If ʱ = 0,
we obtain the weighted sample mean. For ʱ= 0.50,
we define ʠ –
t
k￿ʱ￿ as the weighted sample median.
A further objection to the use of the geometric
mean is that changes in relative prices are not
independent of each other. Thus if we continue
to think about core inflation measurement as an
estimation problem, the assumption that E￿xtxt′￿ =
˃t
2IN needs to be replaced with the more realistic
assumption E￿xtxt′￿ = ˃t
2Ω. In this case the core
inflation rate can in principle be estimated as
where ʹN is an N ￗ 1 vector of 1’s. In practice, how-
ever, putting this approach into practice would
require making strong assumptions about the
ˆ ʠΩ Ω tNNN t =′ () ′
− − − ʹʹʹˀ
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23 Indeed, Ball and Mankiw (1995) argue that this property of the
distribution of price changes is important evidence favoring sticky-
price or menu-cost models of real-nominal interactions.
24 Balke and Wynne (2000) propose this interpretation.
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prices (i.e., specification of Ω); to date there do
not appear to have been any attempts to construct
estimates of core inflation along these lines.
A more fundamental objection to the use of
the geometric mean is that it requires the system-
atic component of each price change to be the
same, thereby precluding any long-term changes
in relative prices. Casual empiricism suggests that
this restriction is seriously at odds with reality.
This criticism of the geometric mean of individual
price changes as an estimate of inflation was first
made by Keynes (1930).
Clements and Izan (1987) proposed a way
around this problem. They start by writing
where the relative price term, xi,t, now contains
a non-zero component, ri, as well as a mean-zero
stochastic component, ʵi,t. Assume
where Wt = diag[w1,t, w2,t, …wN,t]. To identify ʠt
and ri, add the identifying assumption
The maximum likelihood estimator of the infla-
tion rate is the same as in the basic model (i.e., a
simple weighted average of the individual price
changes), but now the expected change in the ith
relative price is E￿ˀi,t – ʠt￿ = ri. Although this
model is an advance over the simple framework,
it is not obvious that the assumption of constant
(time invariant) rates of relative price changes is
any more palatable than the assumption of no
systematic changes in relative prices. For many
products, their relative prices tend to follow a
U-shaped pattern over their lifetimes: rapid rela-
tive price declines following the introduction of
a product, relative price stability as the product
reaches maturity, and relative price increases as
the product is displaced by newer products before
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COMBINING CONTEMPORANEOUS
AND TIME-SERIES INFORMATION
TO ESTIMATE CORE INFLATION
Perhaps a more serious shortcoming of these
models is that they fail to take account of persist-
ence in both individual price changes and the
inflation rate. Some of the dynamic models that
have been proposed in recent years seek to remedy
this problem— and succeed to varying degrees.
We will start by looking at the dynamic factor
index (DFI) model proposed by Bryan and
Cecchetti (1993) and Cecchetti (1997). This model
is of interest for many reasons, not least of which
is the fact that it is the only model that attempts
to combine information on both the cross-section
and time-series characteristics of individual price
changes in deriving a core inflation measure.
The DFI model starts with the equation
where, as before, ˀt = [ˀ1,t, ˀ2,t, …,ˀN,t]′ and xt =
[x1,t, x2,t, …,xN,t]′. Identification of the common
inflation component in all price changes (core
inflation) is accomplished by positing time-series
processes for inflation and the relative price
change components of individual price changes
as follows:
where ʨ￿L￿ and ʘ￿L￿ are matrix polynomials in
the lag operator L and ʾt and ʷt are scalar and
vector i.i.d. processes, respectively. If ʨ￿L￿ = 1
and ʘ￿L￿ = 1, we obtain the static model discussed
at length above. Another special case of this model
where ʨ￿L￿ = 1 – ˈ1L and ʘ￿L￿=1 has been studied
by Dow (1994). Bryan and Cecchetti (1993) and
Cecchetti (1997) estimate versions of this model




In the DFI model the common element in all
price changes, ʠt, is identified by assuming that
it is uncorrelated with the relative price distur-
bances at all leads and lags instead of just con-
temporaneously. This is clearly a much stronger
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tion is defined as the component of price changes
that is uncorrelated with relative price changes
contemporaneously). It is not clear what is
obtained by employing this stronger assumption.
The DFI model is also susceptible to the criticism
that it allows for only constant trends in relative
prices. But perhaps the biggest shortcoming of
the DFI approach to measuring core inflation is
that history changes each time a new observation
is obtained and the model is reestimated. This
problem is common to all measures of core infla-
tion constructed using econometric procedures.
While this is not usually ranked as a major con-
cern in choosing and constructing a measure of
core inflation, it is of great importance to a central
bank that plans to use a core measure as an inte-
gral part of its communications with the general
public about monetary policy decisions.
A recent paper by Reis and Watson (2007)
uses a similar approach to identify what they call
“pure inflation.” They start with linear factor
model
where, as before, ˀt = [ˀ1,t, ˀ2,t, …,ˀN,t]′ and xt =
[x1,t, x2,t, …xN,t]′. The vector Ft has k elements or
factors that capture the common sources of vari-
ation in individual prices, while the vector xt
captures the relative price variation in the prices
of individual goods that is due to idiosyncratic
sectoral events or measurement error. The aggre-
gate component of price changes is further decom-
posed into an absolute-price component, denoted
by the scalar at, and several relative price com-
ponents, denoted by the k–1 element vector Rt:
where ʹN is an N ￗ 1 vector of 1’s and ʓ is an N ￗ
￿k–1￿ matrix. Reis and Watson identity “pure
inflation” as
That is, they define it as the common component
in price changes that has an equiproportional
effect on all prices and is uncorrelated with
ʠtt t
T
aE aR =− {} {} = τ τ 1 .
Λʓ Fa R tN t t =+ ʹ ,
ˀtt t Fx =+ Λ ,
changes in relative prices at all dates. The “pure
inflation” series thus identified (using quarterly
data on the components of the personal consump-
tion expenditures deflator) accounts for up to
one-fifth of the overall variation in inflation in
the United States.
DYNAMIC MODELS II: BRINGING
SOME MONETARY THEORY TO
BEAR ON THE DEFINITION OF
CORE INFLATION
Core inflation as identified by the static and
dynamic factor models above is essentially a sta-
tistical concept to which it is difficult to attach
much economic meaning. Unlike the economic
or cost-of-living approach to inflation measure-
ment, no substantive economic theory is used to
derive these estimates of core inflation. The moti-
vation is usually some simple variant of the quan-
tity theory of money, whereby a given change in
the stock of base money is presumed to affect all
prices equiproportionately (see previous quotation
from Jevons). Thus, the best estimate of monetary
inflation is whatever best estimates this average
or common component in price changes. Bryan
and Cecchetti (1994) do evaluate their measures
of core inflation using basic propositions from
monetary theory (core inflation should be caused
by but not cause money growth, and core inflation
should help to forecast future headline inflation).
However these ex post evaluations of the perform-
ance of various proposed measures are not quite
the same thing as using monetary theory to con-
struct a measure of inflation. If there is a meaning-
ful distinction between the cost of living and
monetary inflation that is of concern to central
bankers, then presumably we should be able to
draw on monetary theory to help us measure
this alternative concept of inflation.
This is the approach adopted by Quah and
Vahey (1995), who adopt a more monetary-
theoretic approach to the measurement of core
inflation. They define core inflation as the com-
ponent of measured inflation that has no impact
on real output in the long run and motivate this
definition on the basis of a vertical long-run
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placing long-run restrictions on a bivariate VAR
system for output and inflation. Quah and Vahey
assume that both output and inflation have sto-
chastic trends, but are not cointegrated. Thus they
write their system in terms of output growth and
the change in the inflation rate:
where ʷ = [ʷ1,ʷ2]′ with the disturbances assumed
to be pairwise orthogonal and Var￿ʷ￿ = 1. Here ʠt
denotes inflation at date t as measured by a con-
ventional price index such as the CPI or the retail
price index (RPI). Note that Quah and Vahey do
not use any information on the cross-section dis-
tribution of individual price changes to construct
their core inflation measure. The long-run output
neutrality restriction is
The inflation process can be written
Quah and Vahey’s candidate measure of changes
in core inflation is simply
The Quah and Vahey approach to measuring
core inflation has also been implemented by Fase
and Folkertsma (1996), Claus (1997), Jacquinot
(1998), Gartner and Wehinger (1998), and Álvarez
and Matea (1998). Fase and Folkertsma relate this
measure of inflation to Carl Menger’s concept of
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measuring the inflation rate using the CPI, they
take as their measure the unweighted average rate
of change of the component series, calculated on
the basis of 200 component price series for the
Netherlands, arguing that “weighting may cer-
tainly be useful but there is no clear reason to
gauge inflation [as a monetary phenomenon] by
way of weighting.” Fase and Folkertsma also cal-
culate a core inflation measure for the EU by aggre-
gating price and output data for Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
As noted, the theoretical justification for the
Quah-Vahey approach is the presumption that
the Phillips curve is vertical in the long run.
Although this might appear to be a relatively
innocuous assumption, on reflection it is clear
that it is not without problems. If we accept that
the Phillips curve is indeed vertical in the long
run, we are essentially saying that inflation is
neutral in its effects on the real economy.26 It is
not obvious that all monetary economists would
accept this proposition—and still fewer central
bankers charged with the pursuit of price stability.
Even fully anticipated constant inflation can have
real effects, as documented in the well-known
study by Fischer and Modigliani (1978). More
generally, insofar as inflation constitutes a tax on
holdings of base money, changes in this tax rate
may be expected to have implications for agents’
decisions about how much money to hold, which
will in turn have other real effects (except under
limiting assumptions). Another way of thinking
about this problem is in terms of the widely held
view that the sole objective of monetary policy
should be price stability.27 If we accept that core
inflation as measured by Quah and Vahey does in
fact correspond to the component of inflation that
is under the control of the monetary authority,
and also that this component of inflation is in fact
neutral with respect to output in the long run, it
invites the question of why a central bank would
Wynne
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25 Menger drew a distinction between the outer value (“äußerer
Tauschwert”) and the inner value (“innerer Tauschwert”) of a
commodity. The former is defined as the price of the commodity
in equilibrium. The outer value of money is the purchasing power
of money, i.e., the basket of goods that can be obtained for one unit
of money. The outer value of money can thus be measured by an
index such as the CPI. A change in the inner value of a commodity
is a change that comes about because of a change in factors affecting
that commodity alone. A change in the inner value of money is
thus a price change that is due to monetary factors alone: a decline
in the inner value of money will be reflected in an equiproportionate
increase in all prices.
26 The price level is superneutral.
27 Although not universally: see, for example, Aiyagari (1990).ever want to be concerned about price stability.
After all, if all the central bank controls is the
price level in the long run, and if the rate at which
the price level increases has no implications for
the level of real economic activity, then one infla-
tion rate is just as good in welfare terms as another.
There is no reason to prefer a steady-state inflation
rate of 2 percent over one of, say, 20 percent. Price
stability or zero inflation ought not to play any
particular role in the setting of objectives for
monetary policy. Of course, nobody seriously
believes this. A more realistic assumption might
be that the Phillips curve is not vertical in the
long run, but rather upward sloping, from left to
right, as proposed by Friedman (1977). Such an
assumption would better capture the notion that
steady-state or long-run inflation is indeed costly
from society’s perspective, but would probably
be a lot more difficult to operationalize.
Blix (1995) also implements the Quah and
Vahey model. However Blix’s implementation of
the model differs in important respects from Quah
and Vahey’s. To start with, the long-run identifying
restriction is implemented in a common trends
framework rather than a VAR. That is, the model
estimated is
with the growth terms given by the vector ran-
dom walk process
However, the most substantive difference between
this specification and that of Quah and Vahey is
the fact that the system is specified in terms of
output and the price level rather than the inflation
rate.28 Arguably, the proposition that changes in
the money stock (and by extension in the price







































































activity is less controversial than the proposition
that changes in the growth rate of the money stock
(and by extension the inflation rate) are also
neutral in the long run. The distinction is impor-
tant. Estimating core inflation on the basis of
posited neutrality of changes in the price level is
surely a lot more appealing from a central banker’s
perspective than estimation based on the long-run
neutrality of inflation.
Quah and Vahey express agnosticism about
the exact determinants of underlying inflation.
However, Blix extends the Quah and Vahey frame-
work to make the role of money even more explicit
by estimating the following extended system:
In addition, a cointegration restriction is imposed
that requires that velocity (i.e., Yt + Pt – Mt) is
stationary. The restriction requires that
This extension thus brings further hypotheses
about real and nominal interactions to bear on
the estimation of core inflation. Blix reports that
the measures of core inflation obtained in the
basic and the extended forms of the Quah-Vahey
model are quite similar. Unfortunately he does
not provide details of the data used. Monetary
theory tells us that, under a fiat monetary standard,
the price level is ultimately determined by the
stock of base money outstanding relative to the
demand for it. Therefore, the appropriate measure
of M in the system above is a measure of the base
money stock. However, the assumption of station-
ary velocity of base money is probably at odds
with the data for several, if not all, industrialized
countries.
Blix’s approach to estimating core inflation
is more plausible in many respects than the orig-
inal Quah-Vahey implementation; yet, it is still
limited by the fundamental problem of what can
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28 As justification, Blix notes that “Dickey-Fuller tests suggest that
the vector ∆xt = ￿∆Yt,∆Pt￿′ is stationary for all countries considered”
including the United Kingdom. Quah and Vahey claim that “the
standard tests confirm that measured inflation and output can be
treated as I(1)” (emphasis added) using U.K. data. There is a puz-
zling inconsistency here.
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able. Faust and Leeper (1997) and Cooley and
Dwyer (1998) explore this problem in some detail.
The latter provide a series of compelling examples
that demonstrate how sensitive inferences from
structural VAR models are to seemingly innocuous
auxiliary assumptions (about whether the data
are trend stationary or difference stationary, the
number of underlying shocks, etc.). So far there
has been no attempt to evaluate the sensitivity of
core inflation estimates from the structural VAR
approach of Quah and Vahey to alternative auxil-
iary assumptions. This approach to core inflation
estimation is also subject to the criticism levied
against the DFI: that, because it is based on econo-
metric estimates, history will change each time a
new observation is added.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
This paper has reviewed various approaches
to the measurement of core inflation. A common
theme linking many of these approaches is that
there is some concept of monetary inflation that
is distinct from changes in the cost of living and
that is a more appropriate target of monetary
policy. From a traditional quantity theory per-
spective, this theme has motivated several authors
to look at alternative estimates of the central ten-
dency of the distribution of prices as the best esti-
mate of core or monetary inflation. Other authors
have used dynamic frameworks along with neu-
trality propositions from monetary theory to try
to estimate core inflation. All of these approaches
suffer from this fact: There is simply no agreed
upon theory of money that can serve as a basis
for inflation measurement that could plausibly
replace the theory of the cost of living.
I have also addressed (somewhat tangentially)
the question of how measures of core inflation
ought to be evaluated. Many of the measures of
core inflation that have been proposed in recent
years eschew the theory of the cost-of-living index
as the basis for measurement. This makes evalu-
ation difficult. The theory of the cost-of-living
index provides a coherent framework for the
evaluation of measures of headline inflation such
as the CPI or the HICP.29 Essentially we deem a
measure of headline inflation to be reliable by the
degree to which it approximates the theoretical
ideal. There is no theoretical ideal for a monetary
measure of core inflation. Rather it is evaluated
by its consistency with various loosely formulated
propositions from monetary theory. Thus, a meas-
ure of core inflation that is designed to capture
“monetary” inflation might be evaluated by the
extent to which it is (Granger) caused by some
measure of the money stock but does not (Granger)
cause money. Or a measure might be evaluated
by the degree to which it forecasts future inflation,
which is an approach suggested by Blinder (1997).
The problem with this is that we start to leave
the area of economic measurement and enter the
domain of formal theorizing and forecasting. It
needs to be asked why we would want a measure
of core inflation that forecasts future headline
inflation. Surely the central bank would be more
interested in forecasting future inflation (and
would get better results) using multivariate rather
than univariate approaches?
This review of various approaches to core
inflation measurement also suggests a large num-
ber of questions for future research.
First and foremost, before choosing a measure
of core inflation we need to specify what it is we
want the measure for. Do we want a measure of
core inflation to answer the question “What would
the inflation rate have been if oil prices (or indi-
rect taxes) had not increased last month?” If so,
then none of the approaches reviewed above will
help. This question can be answered only in the
context of a full general equilibrium model of the
economy. Furthermore, if the measure of inflation
we are interested in is the cost of living, then it
is not clear why we would ever want to exclude
the effects of oil price increases or indirect taxes.
Thus it must be the case that when measuring
core inflation we have some other inflation con-
cept in mind. Ideally, a central bank would be
most interested in a measure of inflation that
measured the rate of decline in the purchasing
power of money. Unfortunately there is no well-
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29 Although, as noted earlier, the HICP uses household final monetary
consumption rather than the cost of living as its price concept.developed and generally agreed upon theory that
can serve as a guide to constructing such a meas-
ure. Thus, in practical terms, we are left with the
options of (i) constructing a core inflation meas-
ure so as to better track the trend inflation rate
(somehow defined) in real time or (ii) forecast
the future headline inflation rate, which in many
circumstances may amount to the same thing.
The discussion above was highly critical of
the various dynamic approaches to core inflation
measurement, such as the DFI and the structural
VAR approach of Quah and Vahey. I asserted that
the major shortcoming of the DFI model is that
history changes each time a new observation is
added. It would be useful to know before dismiss-
ing this approach completely by how much his-
tory changes each time the model is reestimated.
Thisshouldalsobedonefortheothereconometric-
based measures of core inflation. If it turns out
that the amount by which the addition of new
information causes previous estimates of core
inflation to change is trivial, this criticism might
lose a lot of its force. There would also be some
merit in further exploring the structural VAR
approach of Quah and Vahey. The great merit of
this approach is that it has some basis in monetary
theory, but it makes sense only if it is operational-
ized on the basis of neutrality of money rather
than superneutrality. Here what needs to be done
(in addition to assessing the sensitivity of esti-
mates to the addition of new information) is to
see how sensitive the measures of core inflation
are to violations of the auxiliary assumptions.
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